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I . INTRODUCTION 
One of the problems of reactor t heory is to describe 
the behavior of neutrons in motion in a scattering, ab-
sorbing, and multiplying medium. The problem of describing 
a single fission neutron ' s behavior during its lifetime in 
a closed system is made quite difficult due to the variatiQn 
of the scattering, absorbing, and fission cross sections 
with the energy of the neutron. The problem becomes even 
10 14 
more difficult tor media containing 10 te 10 neutrons/ 
2 
cm /sec and it is for this reason that the greater part of 
reactor t heory is based on simplifying assumptions . The 
most successful simplification has been the treatment of 
the behavior of a large number of neutrons in the same manner 
as one treats the behavior of gas molecules or heat flow. 
There is much experimental evidence to support this assumed 
behavior and,because 0£' this, so called diffusion theory is 
widely used to describe the behavior of neutr,ons in closed 
media. Unfortunately, simplifying assumptions usually bring 
with them restrietions as to the :range within which a simple 
theory is valid or gives reasonable approximate r esults. 
This is certa inly true for simple diffusion theory. The 
four major assur11ptions of diffusion theory are t he following: 
( a) Neutron flux, ~(r,E) , is a scalar quantity, i.e. 
the angular distribution of neutron velocity 
2 
1 
vectors is assumed to be nearly isotropic. 
(b) the medittm in which the neutrons are diffusing 
is homogeneous , i . e . , all of the moder ator, 
str ucture, coolant, ete., is assumed to be uni-
i"ormly distributed within the closed volume. 
( c) The diffusing neutrons are monoenergetie. 
(d) The diffusion of monoenergetic neutr ons may be 
2 
represented by Fiekts l aw of diffusion. 
The first assumptien limits t he application of dif-
fusion the-0r1 to interior regions which are of the or der 
of two to thre.e diffusion lengths from boundaries sepa-
r ating dissimilar media or at the boundary between a dii"• 
fusing medium and a vacuum.* However, corrections, derived 
from transpo~t theory, can be used with diffusion theOl;'y to 
take into account the latter restriction upon diffusion 
3 theory. The second assumption fails to give the true 
picture of the neutron flux near r egions cont aining large 
1 Glasstone, s. and Edlund, M. c. The Elements of 
Muclea,r Reactor Theory. 1st Ed. N. Y., Van Nostrand 
Company, Inc. p. 91. 19;2. 
2 
Ibid, p . 92. 
3Ibid, P• 104. 
*For all practical purposes air surroundin.g the outer 
surface of a reaetor is treated as being a vacuum as far as 
the scattering and further diffusion of neutrons is con-
cerned. 
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lumps of fissionable material and the effect this will have 
in the final desired results will depend on the size of the 
overall di:ff'usion medi um as well as- upon the relative 
spacing of the fuel lumps within the diffusion medium. 
Again, there are available techniques for applying eor-
reetions to the results arrived at by dif£usion theory 
which give reasonable answers when the system under study 
eonta.ins neut rons which are essent j_a.lly all of one energy 
1 
e. g., a t hermal reactor. 
The thil:'d major assumptic,n i s the most :restrletive 
f r om the viewpoint of the possible reactor designs to which 
dif'i'usion theory can be applied with corresponding results 
that are. within the desired range of aeeuraey. Since fis-
sion neutr ons ar e not all born at one energy b11t instead 
are distriputed over a r a ther Wide r ange of energies ex• 
t .end.in.g from near thermal energies (.025 ev) to beyond 10 
Mev. , diffusion theo~y would be expected to tail ·1n giving 
a complete picture of the distribution of neutrons in a 
clo$ed medium with regar d to the number of neutrons in any 
arbitrary element al. voll.Ui:le having one :particular energy. 
Therefor e , upon applying diff usion theory to a. reactor 
system in whieh an appreciable number of the neutrons pre-
sent are diffusi.ng with energies different from that 
1 
Ibid, P• 271. 
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assumed, usually thermal, the achieved results can easily 
f a il t -o be reasonable when compared to the aetual behavior 
of the system. 
For certain systems, sueh as a bare reactor whieh con• 
t a.ins .material having slowly varying cross sections or in 
which most of the neutrons at energies gt>eater t han thermal 
energies become t hermal neutrons after a very .few scattering 
collisions, there are m.odified methods of diffusion t heory-
which sometimes give reasonable results. For the mos t 
part, thes,e techniques are designed to give a prediction as 
to whether or not a :particular system is c1·it.ieal or to 
estimate t he s i ze and quant ity of material s needed to 
achieve a critical system or specified geometry ( sphere, 
cylinder or a. pa.r allelepi pe.d). They do not , however , a.t .... 
tempt to describe in detail the s.patia.1-energy .flux pi.cture. 
II. EXTENSION OF SIMPLE DIFFUSIO!I THEORY 
TO MULTIGROUP THEORY 
If' the question as to whether a particular rea.stor de-
sign would ever become criti cal, and under what conditions of 
material inventory and s ize t his would be so, were of sole 
importance, the need for furthe:r complicating and me-dil'ying 
simple diffusion theory would seem hardly justified. However, 
there are many reactor designs which require design infor-
mation that can.net accurately be obtained by simple diff usi0n 
t heory. For example, the shielding and adequate cooling or a 
small high-power, mobile reactor would be exceedingly diffi-
cult to design without sufficient knowledge of the distri-
bution 0f neutron flux, as a function of energy, wit hin the 
reactor eore and r efl ector. Rather than resort t o experiments 
that are time-consuming and frequently dif~icult to eonstruet 
in order to obtain t he answers, analytica1 approximati ons 
based on diffusion theory have been devised in an attempt t& 
arrive at a r easonable picture of how neutrons distribute 
themselves inside a critical elosed medium. 
The most common method used is to assume that the f unda-
mental assumptions of diffusion theory a.r e applicable to 
neutrons which possess ener gies l ying i n an energy :interval 
E to E + dE, i.e., those neutrons which lie in an energy inter-
val of width dE behave as m-0noenergetic neutrons according to 
diffusion t heory. However• neut:rons in an element of volume 
6 
of a closed system a.re assumed to have a continuous distri-
bution of energy. The energy interval dE is considered to be 
a closed region with.in which neutrons leak out at eonstant 
energy, are absorbed, are degraded to lower energy intervals, 
enter from the next higher energy interval, ·and are born in 
the energy interval as a result or fission capture.s at all 
other energies. In other words, a. balance of neutrons is 
postulated within eaeh energy interva1. '?his balance, or 
neut.ren economy, can be 'Wl"itten in general terminology for 
any arbitrary volume as : 
Production - Leakage • Absorption ~ ~i , (l) 
where for a system oper at ion in steady state -2..n = O; hence ot · 
tor a eritical system, i . e., one in which the neutron dens~ty 
does not vary with time, t he neutron balance equation becomes: 
Production - Leakage• A'b-sorption = o • {2) 
The ba.lanc-e of neutrons is an underlying principle for all 
t heories of nuelear chain reaeto:rs, including this investi-
gation. 
One analytical method which applies t he neutron balance 
equation to a small arbitrary element of volume and to neutrons 
lying in an ar bitrary energy interval dE will be briefly de-
scribed in order to show the complexity introduced by this 
treatment even for unreflected systems and to give an. 1nd1• 
cation of the further difficulties eneo'Wltered when the treat-




reflected. The first balance equation to be discussed will 
be for an unreflected reactor for which it is assumed that 
the spatial dependenee and the energy dependence of the neutron 
flllX1 JtJ(E-,r1 ,r2-,:r3 ,) are separable , i.e. l}(JS,r1 ,r2 ,r3) ;; 
J(E).0*(r1,r2,r3 ) where f ·*(:r1,r2,r3) is a solution of the wave 
equation: 
2 2 it< 
A !6* + Bg ¢ = 0 ; (3) 
f_or a particular geometrical shape, e . g., a sphere_. It ean 
easily be shown that the balance equation will have the form: 
LfiCE)a: + ~ a.OOJ.0(E) + ~ LE-S ~ t<E>Pl<E>J = 
c;:) E 
Vci"(E) S'ir<E')JDCE')dE' , 
0 
(4-) 
where ~(E) .! neutrons/~m2 /sec per unit at energy E, 
1 
f(E) :: normalized fiss-ion spectrum, i.e .• t(E)dE is 
the fraction of fission neutrons from all fission 
events having energies between E and E + dE 
Ve. the number of neutrons per fission required for 
k et!= 1.00 
2 
Bg • geometrieal buckling 
D(Tt') = 1 
. .1:1 - -3-· -~=-t-r-. -(E-) 
Nielson, M. J. Bare Pile Adjoint Solution. Y-Fl0-18. 
Oak Ridge, Tenn., . Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 1950. 
2 Nielson, M. J. The Adjoint Equations and Perturbation 
Theory for a Reflected Reactor. Y~Fl0-31. Oak Ridge, Tenn.,. 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.. 1951. 
8 
~ ( E) • average macroscopic :reaetor cross sections 
subscripts a , t, t, and tr r efer to absorption, 
fission, total ax:i.d transport cross sect ions 
r _espectively. 
j :a average logarit hmic ene.rgy decrement per 
collision. 
The criticality condition is obtained by integrating 
Equation (4) from ~h{.02, ev) to the uppermost va lue of 
the normalized fission spectrum,* and then the ex_periment,;. 
ally deter mined value f or the number of neutrons emitted 
per fission• V = 2. 5 ± 0.1 is comps.red wit h the term, 
Ve J Z r<E•) .0(E')dE 1 whi ch will be equal to V if 
0 
t he reactor is critical. Because an analytical expression 
for .f(J(E) is unlm.own; and the cross seetion tor a neutron 
reaction varies with energy, sometimes quite r apidly, it is 
necessary to r esort to numerical t-eahniques for solving 
Equation (4) for a.n unr eflected system. The exact detail s 
of t he numerical teehniques employed in solving Equat1.on 
(4) are not i mport ant here. I t is sufficient to point out 
that t he integr ation of Equatiori (4) is normally per.formed 
by dividing t he interval between thermal ener gies and, say 
~sually t aken to be 10 Mev. 
9 
10 Mev, into many sub-intervals* in which average values 
1 for t he eross sections are computed. The accuracy of t he 
final r esult, of course, Will depend upon t he number of sub-
intervals chosen, since smaller spacing between intervals 
assures better averages for the values of t he cross sections 
to be used, as well as a more detailed pict ure or the energy 
dependent flux distribution. It is evident , therefore, t hat 
even for a bare reactor the determination o_f critieality, as 
well as the det ailed picture of the neutron f lux in the core, 
is a complex and tedious problem. 
When a reflector is placed around the core the problem 
becomes more complex. Since the neutron balance equation 
for both the unreflected and the reflected problem is wr·it"" 
ten for volumes within the elosed boundaries of the cri ti-
ca l system, the addition of a r·eflector will require a 
separate balance equation fer t hat region as well as 
coupling equations between the core and the reflector •. 
lt"urthermore, with a reflector present, it is no longer per-
missible to assume that the variables or the neutron flux 
are separable. This denies then the simplification intro-
duced by Equation (3) for the unreflected reactor. 
1 
Nielson. Y-Fl 0-18 p ; . 
*Or gr oups, hence the name , Multigroup Reactor Theory. 
10 
Instead, the complete core equation would now be written 
as;* 
.. 
d Li f 2 t(E} f6 (E,r,e,9J)J 
d E ... 
v c r<a) S.i-r{E')ll{E' ,r,e,~)dE' • {5l 
0 
The reflector balance equation would be similar in form 
with the only ditferenee being that no prod~ction term due 
to fissions would be present. The complete solution of 
this type or problem, in order to determine the require-
ments for eritieality as well as the full picture or the 
flux distribution in both t he care and reflector region, 
requires integrating Equation (5) and the reflector equa-
tion, each with respect to the energy ar:1.d spaee variables. 
This r equirement makes the problem much more complex than 
it was for the unreflected reactor and that ease was rather 
unwieldy. In s pite of the formidable task involved in set-
ing up and solving a reflected reactor problem tor many de-
signs, such as epithermal and near fast reactors, the in-
formation obtained from such complex calculations is 
*Assuming a refleeted spherical reactor. 
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un$btainable by more simple multigvoup methods, e . g., two or 
three groups of neutrons, or by ordinary one group diffusion 
theory* Numerical integration methods suitable for Inter-
national Business Machines Calculations have been devised to 
solve core and reflector equations, similar to Equation (5), 
1 , 2 
for spherical reflected r egions. 
Inasmuch e.s the cross sections fo:r many reactor ma-
terials vary widely with neutron energy, attempts towar d re-
moving t he necessity of performing an integration with re-
spect to energy of a balance equation by numerical methods 
would not normally be expected to be suecessi'ul. On the 
other hand• an investigation r or f ir1ding an anal_ytieal ex-
pression which can be integrated by simple analytical 
methods, with respect to the spaee var iable, may not pr ove 
s0 discouraging and may lead to easier methods £or per• 
forming the necessary integration -w~th respect to the energy 
variable. It was with this viewpoint in mind that attention 
was given to applying the neutron economy equation for a 
system operating in steady state conditions; namely, 
Production - Leakage - Absorption c 0 (1) 
2 
Holmes, D. K. Results of a Test of the Linear Approx1• 
mation Multig-roup Calculations. Y- Fl0-20. Oak Ridge,_ '.1:-enn. 
Oak Ridge Naticnal Laborator y. 195'0. 
12 
to a eompletely closed critical system. That 1.s to say, 
instead of applying the neutron economy equation to an arbi-
trary element of voltu:ne within a closed eritieal system; 
the neutron economy equation would be a pplied to the volume 
enclosed by the elosed critical system itself. This view-
po.int can 'be considered as one where the neutron economy 
equation describes a critical region or system on a macro-
scopic scale, whereas previous methods can be thought of 
as applying the neutr on balance eq~t ion to describe a 




The fundamental assumption of th3.s investigation will 
be that for any arbitrarily chosen volume in a chain re-
acting system which is critical, the rate of neutron pro-
duction minus th~ rate of neutron leakage minus the rate 0£ 
neutron absorption equals zero. In general equation form 
this will be written as 
Leakage+ Absorption= Production. 
The closed eritical system will be assumed to be spheri-
cal in shape, although t his assumption is made solely for 
convenience of expressing the results in simple form. The 
eritieal system is assumed to have a core :r-egion eonsisting 
of moderator , coolant, structural and fissionable material, 
as well as a finite r eflector region consisting of materials 
having relatively low r atios of absorption to scattering 
cross sections. Both the eore region and the reflector 
region are assumed to be homogeneous throughout. 
The following results which are derived :for the dif ... 
fusion of monoenergetie neutrons are assumed to apply to 
the diffusion ot: neutrons of ener gy E whieh lie in the 
energy intertral E to E + dE. 
14 
(1) The neutron current density in the positive 
directi on, t o the right, for an element ot 
area at r is given by* 
J+CE,r)dE • d9J(E,r)~ dE or . 
-:r=r 
( ii) The neutron curr.ent density in the negative 
direction, to the left , for an element of 
area at r is given by 
d PHE,rl~ dE or ' 
-r=r 
(iii) The net neutron current density for an element 
of area at i is given by 
Jnet(.E,r)dE = - D(E) ( 0 ~~,r~ - dE , 
r=r 
The following boundary condit ions are a.ssu.med to apply 
t hroughout t he closed critical system: 
(a) ihe neut1'on flux must be everywhere finite and 
non-negative. 
~he element of area is taken t o be normal to a r adius 
vector F and at a distance from the origin equal to the 
magnitude or 'fl. 
15 
(b) At the core-reflector interface the neutron 
current densities in a direction normal to the 
interface are equal and the neutron fluxes are 
equal. 
(c) At the boundary between a diffusion medium and 
a vaeuum the ratio of the flux at the boundary 
to its derivative is given by* 
= 2. 13 Da(E) • 
(d) All neutron maeroscopie cross sections are as-
sumed to be finite and greater than zero. 
In addition to the assumed boundary conditions which 
are for the most part based on physical considerations, it 
is assumed, that the flux distribution ~an be expressed in 
eaeh of the two e.ssun1ed regions by functions whi eh are 
everywhere continuous and possess at lea.st sectionally 
continuous derivatives. 
*D(E) is taken to be equal to the transport mean free 




1. Q_erivat!,on or core fl;ux enression* 
Consider a two region system as shown in Figure 1. 
This system is taken to be of arbitrary size but is con-
sidered to be one which is critical. 
Core - Reflector 
Interface ... B 
Reflector Outer 
Face - It 
Figure l. Spherical Two-Region Systell'.l. 
Let ~1 denote the radius of an arbitrary spherical volume 
or core material, where O <r1 L B. Since the overall 
system is taken to be critical, i.e. in steady state, the 
balance equat ion for this closed region i s 
*In this derivation and all subsequent der ivations sub-
scripts 1 and 2 will refer to the core and the reflector 
region respectively. Arbitrary constants will be given 
double subscripts viz. C12 , C13 , etc. for th~ core equa-
tions; C21 , C22 , etc. for the reflector equations. 
17 
iii 
o o E1 
used: 
sine dr d8d9J 
• (l.l) 
In Equation ( 1.1) the following d-efinitions have been 
A1 • macroscopi c absorption cross section in the core. 
F1 a maeroseopie fiss ion cross section in the core. 
V 5 average number of neutrons per fission. 
E1 , Ea 5 thermal energy and upper l imit of fission spee• 
trum respectively. 
The first integral term expresses the leakage r ate 
through the surface of the closed syst em. fhe second i n• 
tegral term expresses the total loss rate inside the closed 
volume due to non-productive neutron capture. The last 
integral term expresses the total neut ron production r ate 
occurring inside the closed system. 
18 
Let the derivative of Equation (1,.1) be t aken with re• 
speet to r1• 
i/if(E)r! 
o o E1 
+(VF1 (E)-A1 (E) J1J(E,r.,&,J11)r} dE sin8d8dlil = 
2n l! E2 
r ry r;;-
1 
(E) <)2 J111 (E,r: ,8191) + 2D1 (E) ii 161 (E,r1 ,e,J11) 
J} ~ L tl r1 r1 dr1 
o o E1 · · 
+(VF1 ( E) --A1 (E)J111 (E,r.,e, J11J- dE d8(r1) = 0 • (1.2) 
· Since the ehoice of r 1 is arbitrary a necessary and 
sufficient condition that Equation (1.2) be true is 
Ea 
J D (E){ d 2 PJ1 (E,r1,8,f:J) 1 ~ 2 + o r1 2 0 ~1CE,r1,e,.0) - ------+ r 1 0 r1 
(VF1 (E) -A1 ( E} J. 
• '"D,:(E) • 911 (E,r.,e,J1JJ dE = 0 • (1.3) 
Since the energy limits of the integral expression in 
Equation (1.3) are definite r at her than arbitrary, broad 
19 
generalizations concerning the behavior of the integrand of 
t he integral in Equation (1. 3) cannot be made. However, the 
('VF1 (E) • A1 (E)) 
coefficient ., 
01
(E) is independent of .0(E,r1 ,81 9J) 
and can be made any desired value by adjusting the amount 
of various materials used in the core. Let the coefficient 
be so adjusted that 
(VF1(E)-A1(E) ~1(E,r1,8,~} ~ 
D1(E) 






Then a necessary and sufficient eondition that Equation 
(l.3) be true is 
= {VF1(E)-A1(E) > 0 • 
D1 (E) 





As a x·eeult of the application or boundary condition (a), 
20 
the general form for the neutron flux in the core is given 
by 
(1.. 8 ) 
2. Derivation of' reflector flux expression 
Returning to Figure l, consider a closed volume of the 
:reflector region bounded by the spherical core-reflector 
interface and the spherical shell of ar bitrary r adius r 2 , 
where 13 ~ r 2 ~ ll. The balance equation for this region 
is 
jjj" 
0 0 J¼ 
2 
JnetCB)dE B sin9ded~ = 
The fir st integral term in Equation (2.1) expresses 
the leakage rate of neutrons f rom the chosen closed velume. 
The second integral term expresses the rate at which 
neutrons are entering t he ref"lector region .from the core 
region. The entering neutrons serve as source neutrons for 
21 
the reflector. The last integral term expresses the ab-
sorption rate taking place inside the e.rbitr ary closed 
volume. The absorption rate must be equal to the difference 
between the rate at which neutrons enter the system and the 
~ate at which t hey leave the system i:f the steady state con-
ditions are to exist. 
Let the derivative of Equation {2.l) be taken with 
respeot to r 2 • 
+ D2(E) ~ d9'2 (E,r2 ,8,W) + 
ra ~ r2 
= 0 • 
As before the choice of r 2 was .arbitrary, therefore, a 
neeessary and sufficient condition that Equation (2.2) be 








(E) ~2(E,r2,8,~J dE = 0 , 
(~:~~) be chosen 1n magnitude such that, for E1 
(2.3) 
2 o~2 CE,r2,e,,0) + 
~ r~ 
2 0 .02(E,ra,0,~)) 
r2 o ra • (2.4) 
A neeessa:J,>y and sufficient eondition that Equation (2.3) be 
true is 
02 912 (E,r2 ,~,.0) + _g_, o .02 (E,r2 ,e,,0) + 
r~ r2 ~ r2 




The general solution for Equation (2.5') which expresses 
the flux in the reflector region is 
C2 1 cos Ii½' r 2 + C22 sin If; r 2 
~2(E,r2,e,,0) = . r2 
3. Derivatip,n, of bgundary condition from the pritical 
e_guatiOA 
(2.7) 
As yet the overall system has not been invest.igated. 
A neutron balance equation ean be written for the eomplete 
23 
system much i .n t he same manner as neutron balance equations 
were written for separate sub-regions in the interior of the 
closed system. For any arbitrarily chosen system 1..rhich is 
critical the neut ron balance equation becomes 
J 0ut(R)dE dS(R) + 
E2 
il.2 (E) Jll2 ( E,ru e,Jll) dE dv j f VF 1 {B) Jll1 (J<,r1, e,Jll) dE dv, 
Ve E1 (3.l) 
The first integral term in Equation (3.1) expresses 
t he l eakage rate of neutrons from the outer surrace of t he 
c l osed system. The second integral term expre.sses the par-
tial loss rate oecuring within the closed system due to non-
product ive neutron eapture taking pl ace inside of the closed 
system. The remaining loss rate due to non-productive neu-
tron capture is given by the third integral term. This term 
expresses t he r ate of neut ron capture oceurring in .the volume 
occupied by the r efleetor. The sum of all these losses tak-
ing plaee in and f rom the closed system is made up by the 
production of neutrons inside the eore volume as a r esult of 
fission eapture of neut rons . This production ~ate is ex-
pressed by the fourth integral term. 
24 




B o o E1 
jj]J 
o o o E1 
2 J2(E,R,e,,)dE R sin8d8d, + 
2 
= 
*Air surrounding a closed system is assumed to be a 
i.. . J (R) _ O _ fJ(E,R,S,.0) + D(E) o,02 (E,R,e,.0); vaeuum, u.enoe _ - - - i; - · ~ 0 :a · · · 
and it is easy to show that J+CR) ~ ~2(E1R,G,fJ). • 
2 
To obtain boundary c,onditions from this neutron bal-
ance equation for a gener1a.l critical systemt let the de-
rivative at Equation (3.2) be taken with respect to R. 
A29la(E1ll,6,~} dE dS(R) = 0 • 
S,inee Equation {3.3) i s derived from Equation (3.2) 
which is for an arbitrary system, it is necessary and suffi-
cient that 
A2(E)~2(E,R,e,9J} dE = 0 • (3.4) 
From boundary eonditjlon (c) and from the relationship 
between A2 (E) and D2 (E) for nearly all reflector materials, 
viz. A2 (E) < < D2 (E) it :ils possible to show that 
l o f/J2 (E,R,8,JZf) 
2 oR > 
~(E,R,e,1) ¾ A2{E)~a(E, R,&,I) 
R 
Hence a necessary anol sufficient condition that Equa.-
tion(3.I+) be true is 
• 
26 
The solution or Equx:1.tion (3. 5) f or the value of the 
flux on the outer surface of the reflector, as a functi on 
of R, is 
(3.6) 
(3. 7) 
Equation (3.6) which is derived from the balance equation 
(3.2), as applied to a complete system, serves as a 
boundary condition ror Equation (2.7). 
4. A:g:elication of poundar:t conditions and the · e:va,:J.uatton 
g:f qoeft 1~i eat..§ 
From boundary condition (c) and the derived equation 
for t he value of the flux on the outer surtaee of the re-
flector, Equation (3.6), the eoeffieients of Equatiou (2.7) 
can be determined. 






C21 cos/i½ R + c~~ sin/f½. 2 R -c 1 ro:: s~-~ R 
"'"' R c;c t' - - 2 .13 Da (E) 2 I P 2 R .l.11/ P2 
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(4.2) 
The solution of Equations (4.1) and (4.2) simultaneously 
for C22 and C21 gives C21 = 
- 2.13D2 (E)s~R- 2.]JD2 (E)R/i½ cosfli'R ... R s~R e 
2 .13D2 (E)R2/i½' 
C22 = 
-y2(E)R 
e . -C21 ( 2 .]JD2 (E)~sirff,R+2.l3D2 ( E)eos/i,r;R) 




F1•om boundary condition (b ) t he .following relationships 
between the core and reflector equations must hold. 
- D1 (E) 0.01 (E,B,9,S?J) ( ) ~ .02 (E,B,e,9') or = - D2 E ~r • 
r 1 =B 
In terms of the derived flux expression, the above 
conditions become 
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• (4. 7) 
If Equations (4.6) and (4. 7) a1·e solved simultaneously for 
C1 2 there results 
_ C22.B/1; cos;'ir; B -C21 B/r½ sin~ B 
-{ sin/<i7 B + ~z~=~ (Jl/a.eos/ai B•s1n,/li; ~} 
where C22 and C~n are given by Equations ( i+. 4). and (l+. 3) 
respectively. 
; . Derivation of the expression for keff 
For any particular design study of interest an im-
portant para.meter of the design is t he power level of t he 
reactor, usually stated as watts , kilowatts , ete. The 
power level ean be expressed as 
1 0 3 x 1 0 . t'iss / see / watt 
= Power in watts. ( 5. 1 ) 
Equation ( 5. 1) immediately suggests a definition for kerr 
for a reactor design operating at any chosen power l evel. 
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Ea i I F1 {E)~1 (E,r, e,~)dE dv1 
V E.1. 
1 0 
PX 3 X 10 
= keff = 1 for critical 
system. ( 5. 2) 
In Equation (5.2) the f l ux is that for the core, i.e. 
, 
VF1{E) - J~1(E) 
where a.1 (E) s ~D~(Ej and C12 is the coef:tieient 
given 'by Equation (ti-. 8). 
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IV. RESULTS AHD DISCUssroN 
From the basic neutron balance equation a single 
analytical expression for the neutron flux in the core 
region of' a homogeneous re.f'l ected system has been derived, 
namely 
1'1 (E.,r1 e,~n = C12 sin /a.1 (E) r1 
r 1 
(1) 
This result diffe1·s from other multigroup methods 
since other methods ar€ formulated on the basis of solving 
a system of coupled equations for point values of the flux, 
both with respect to space and energy, using recursion 
formulas. 
The accuracy of the result derived depends upon the 
bas1e assrnnptions of s imple diffusion theory and therefore 
answers r esulting from this derivation mus.t be compared, 
eventually, with exper iment and result s from other n1ult i-
group methods . In the meant1.me, however, some feeling for 
the reasonableness of Equation {l) ean be gained by an 
examination of its terms . The limit at ~(E,r1 ,e,~) as r 1 
approaehes zero is C12 /a1 (EJ . The ter m a.1 (E) = 
VF1(E) -A1(E) can be interpreted as 
- D1Cl1!> . ' 1 where Leff is the L~ffz 
effective diffusion length ror neutrons in a productive 
1nedium of energy E., At high energies it would be reason-
t o expect that Leff would be greater than at lower energies 
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i.e., thermal enex•gies. Since cross se-etions deerease in 
g.eneral with energy, VF(E) .,.. A1 (E) will be less and D1 (E) 
will ine~e.ase with the result that a.1 (E) deereases or Left 
is greater., Also in resonance regions where VF(E) - A1 (E} 
has a sudden !nor-ease du.e to F(IO, it would b.e reasonable 
to expect that the flu.x would suft"er a sudden drop, i.e, at 
the origin as the flux tends to tall off with decreasing 
energy there would appear sudden fluctuations . due to reso.-
nances of the fission cross section. This is in keeping 
with results obtainable fromother multigroup ealeulations. 
The present derivation seems then to cover these expected 
results. 
F~r refl-eeted systems where D1 ( E) '= D2 (E) the eoe£fi-
eient 012 is roughly a ratio of the properties of the re~ 
flector to the properties of the eore. Henee, the rela ... 
tive magnitude or this ratio will have an ef'fe.ct en the 
value the .flux will have at tbs origin, i.e. , in keeping 
with physical intuition the quallty or kind of' reflector 
material will have an effect on the magnitude of the flux 
a.t the origin. 
The effect on the value that the flux takes on at the 
origin due to reflector size is brought in by the c"ensta.11ts 
C:a and C22 • Due to their compl.exity it is dii'ficult to 
interpret them in an explicit manner. However, both coeffi-
cients eonta.in an exponential term in R which is a fairly 
strong weight function, and this fact would eonvey the 
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impression that an increase in a would have the effect 0£ 
reducing the fluxes necessary to maintain criticality, i .e. 
a tendency for a flattening of the power distribution with 
increasing reflector thickness is vaguely indicated. 
Since a1 and ~2 are r atios of eross sections and 1n 
several of the derived coefficients the term D(E) appears 
in both the numerator and the denominator, it would seem 
that furth.e.r simplti'ica tion could be obta ined fo.r some de-
signs where an assumption that cross sections vary as 1/v 
is not too unreasonable.. This assumption weuld i mmediately 
remove the energy dependence of all sine and CQsine terms 
appearing in all or the coefficients as well as in the 
equation for the determ.ination of ke:rr• It would then ap-
pear that the integration of the flux and the eross sections 
with respect to E coul<il be handled by analytieal methods,. 
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V. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGAfrIOMS 
Inasmuch as this investigation was exploratory in 
nature and had as its principal aim the derivation of an 
analytical expression for the neutren flux, ~{E,r1 ,r2 ,r3) 
in a homogeneous r eflected system of spherical shape, there 
remain many possible extensions. No complete numerical 
calculation based on a kno~rn physical system has been made 
in order to compare the results of the derivation with 
experimental data. Also the results from a multigroup 
ealeulation based on other methods have not been compared 
with results obtainable from this investigation. Compari-
son or results from t his investigation with experimental 
data and with the results from ether multigroup methods to 
determine the range of accuracy of this investigation would 
constitute an interesting and useful future investigation. 
In o:rder to point out the salient steps used in this 
investigation more clearly, a :reflected s pherical system 
was chosen because of the simplicity introduced by this 
geometry. Howeve1•, the neutron balance equation ean be ex• 
pa.nded :for other simple geometries, i . e . cube, cylinder, 
ete. The main eomplication enters i n expressing the total 
neutron surface leakage for other than spherical systems. 
Due to an increasing interest in reflected cylindrica l 
systems an investigation leading to a simplified method of 
computing such systems by multigroup techniques would be 
very desir able. 
Throughout th.is investigation and also during the 
litera ture review concerning other multigroup methods, it 
frequently appeared desirable to have the cross sections 
expressed as analytic functions over at least part of the 
interval E1 to E2 • This is not as formidable a task as it 
would at :first appear. Also, it would allow a reduction in 
numerieal calculations which at present seems denied to all 
multig:roup methods , including this investigation. As one 
brief' example .of the use:tulness of sueh an investigation, 
consider the expression £or the flux on the outer surface 
of a crit.ical system as obta ined from the gener a l neutron 
balance equatian, viz. 
~2 (E,R,e,,a) = • 
'.I'he integration of ~2 (E,a,e,J3) over the inte~val E1 
to Ea would give the total l eakage per unit area from the 
critical system. This result is important data for shiel d ... 
1ng purposes. I f ~2 (E) = 2A1 {E) could be reasonably approx~ 
imated by an analytic function the result would simplify 
t he numerical work required to obtain initial shielding re-
quirements for a reaetor design as a result of choosing a 
particular critical system., 
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VI. SUMMARY 
Instead or applying a neutron bala~ce equation to an 
element of volume in each region of a reflected critical 
system and for each ener gy sub-interval between E1 and E2 , 
the cr i t ical system as a whole was considered. To this 
overall system a neutron balance equation was applied which 
s t ated that the total leakage of neutrons from t he outer 
surface of the critical system pl us the total absorption of 
neutrons in the int er ior of t he closed system, bounded by 
the outer surface, . is equal to the total neutron production 
due t o fissi on captures i n the interior of the core, bounded 
by the eora- refleetor interface. This approach l eads to one 
integral expression to be solved by numerical methods r ather 
than a coupled system of equations . Since the integr and of 
the integral expression contains analytic functions, t he 
need for approxima ting derivatives of the f irst and second 
order by dif'ferenee approxim&ti.ons is removed. Furthermore, 
the recursion formulas for -point values of flux and other 
q_uantities used by ot her multigroup methods i s not r equired 
by thi s in-vestigation and hence t his investigation reduces 
the m.1roerj.cal work required to solve tor a eri t i ea.l system. 
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